HOW TO GET:

From **CONFRATERNITÄT – PRIVATKLINIK JOSEFSTADT**

Haspingerergasse 6  
A-1080 Wien  
Phone: (+43-1-) 40 114 - 0

to

your accommodation at **ÖAD GUEST HOUSE – KANDLGASSE**

Kandlgasse 30  
A - 1070 Wien  
Phone: (+43-1-) 4277 - 281 51

From the private clinic (open 24 hours a day!) you can easily reach **tram 5** station “Laudongasse”.

Take **tram 5** (direction: Wien Westbahnhof) until the station “**Kaiserstraße / Westbahnstraße**”. From there it is a 3-minutes walk until you reach Kandlgasse 30.

*Time of travel : ~ 15 minutes*